Packaging content
(1) 4ZA Quick body x 2
(2) 4ZA Quick slider x 2
(3) End cap for cable outer x 4
Cable crimp for inner wire x 4
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Suggested tools for easy assembly:
Cable cutter, awl, allen key, marker

OPEN

CLOSED

The 4ZA Quick allows you to open your brakes during riding
while keeping your hands on top of the handlebar.
It works with caliper- & cantilever brakes.The cable routing
and shape of the handlebar will define where the Quick is
assembled.Different handlebars might result to different
positioning methods.The 4ZA Quick is made of
two pieces.

STEP1
Since the 4ZA Quick functions as a wedge,
the outer cable (4) must be cut into 2 pieces.
Use a marker to indicate where the 4ZA Quick will be located.
Choose a location making it easy to operate the 4ZA Quick
so that you can reach it with your hands on the handlebar.
Release the clamping mechanism ,on the brake caliper,
for inner brake wire.
Remove the inner brake wire and cut the brake cable
outer (4) at the mark of your indication.
An awl is convenient for opening the ends of cut housing.
Finish this step off by assembling the proper end caps (3)
for brake cable outer afterwards.
STEP2
The correct assembly of part 2 is crucial.
Assemble by sliding part 2 into part 1, in the closed
position. (See drawing).
STEP3
Assemble the inner brake wire with the upper brake
cable outer mounted into part 1.
Slide the lower cable outer (4) onto the wire
so it fits well into the lower part of part 1.
STEP4
Fix the brake cable on the brake according to
the instructions of your brake.

Carefully follow the assembling instructions. For further
questions we advise you to contact your local 4ZA dealer.
A more extended manual can be downloaded from:
http://4za.com/support-a-downloads

